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Momentum builds
for new treaty to protect the high seas
The good news is that there seems to be general agreement
among governments that a binding BBNJ agreement should
be negotiated as an Implementing Agreement to UNCLOS,
the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea. The bad news is
that there are a few powerful governments that don’t want any
new agreement to have real conservation ‘teeth’ sufficient to
change the status quo—although there are lots of governments
that do want to do the right thing. There’s a job to be done if we
are to make the most of this opportunity.
Developing this BBNJ agreement is unfinished business from the
negotiation of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) that
was produced for the original Rio Earth Summit in 1992. CBD
negotiators decided it would only cover biodiversity within the
jurisdiction of states (on land and in coastal waters within 200
mile exclusive economic zones (EEZs) and extended continental
shelves (ECS) out to up to 350 miles). The CBD merely admonishes
states to ‘cooperate’ in areas beyond their jurisdiction—leaving
fully half the world exposed to ongoing degradation.
A decade later, Australia and Mexico led moves to persuade the
United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) to set up a Working
Group to explore how this giant governance gap might be filled
and, in 2011, it agreed a ‘package’ of elements that a new agreement should include: area-based management tools, including
MPAs; access and benefit sharing arrangements for marine
genetic resources; environmental impact assessment; and
capacity building and technology transfer. Then, in 2015, it
successfully recommended that a new binding agreement be
developed and two meetings of the Preparatory Committee
were held last year and two more are planned for this year. The
UNGA then needs to decide, later this year, whether or not to
convene a special conference to negotiate and adopt a new
agreement based on the recommendations of the Preparatory
Committee. While this might seem awfully slow, this is how it is
when you’ve got to get almost 200 governments to agree on
anything, especially anything with conservation ‘teeth’.
The main problem the international community is trying to deal
with in negotiating a new agreement is the failure of
‘cooperation’ to protect species and their habitats from
industrial fishing (shipping is not so much of a problem and
seabed mining is only just emerging as a real threat—and, other
threats, like acidification, warming and plastic pollution are,
largely, land-based in origin). Almost all international fisheries are
notionally managed by ‘cooperation’ arrangements called
regional fisheries management organisations (RFMOs) but these
tend to have rather limited mandates just to manage fisheries—
and trying to get successful biodiversity conservation outcomes

on the high seas, with its traditional ‘freedom to fish’ culture and
legal framework can be very difficult.
On the bright side, in recent years, scientists have come to
realise that the deep oceans are home to the most amazing
diversity of weird and wonderful life forms. Previously, everyone
assumed life did not exist in the dark, below depths where light
was still able to drive photosynthesis. Now, we know animals are
able to live in the most amazingly deep, dark and inhospitable
places. This profound revolution in how we conceive of ocean
biodiversity is driving all users, but especially deep sea fishing, to
be more conservation-minded. Indeed, it’s fair to say that, for
many deep sea species, it’s hard to fish sustainably because they
are so slow growing— there are no easy answers. Likewise, we
now know that biodiverse seabed habitats are far more
widespread, meaning that bottom trawling is really on the nose.
Like on land, a key conservation strategy is the creation of parks
(marine protected areas) where areas are managed to protect
biodiversity. Out on the high seas, however, and on the seabed
beyond the control of coastal states, there is simply no
governance framework that would allow a park to be set up and
managed effectively, as we have come to expect on land. On
land, we’re all used to land use controls that have been built up
over centuries, if not millennia—we take them for granted. On
the high seas, however, we’re trying to build them from scratch
in defiance of a ‘freedom of the high seas’ culture that’s been
around for centuries.
This new BBNJ agreement that we’re trying to negotiate has the
potential to be a giant step towards being able to effectively
control activities on the high seas so that conservation and
sustainability commitments can actually be met—but current
users rather like their laissez-faire world, so don’t expect sudden
change, think sloth and koala. Indeed, it’s remarkable enough
that we have come so far, so fast—and Australia continues to
play a key role in moving things along in the right direction.

To help support the Australian government, HSI is working
with ACIUCN, EDO (NSW) and UQ’s Global Change Institute
to organise a workshop on March 16, 2017 at the Australian
Museum in Sydney to keep stakeholders abreast of developments and contribute to government thinking and efforts.
Entitled Marine Biodiversity in Areas Beyond National
Jurisdiction—Australia’s Continuing Role, you can register
your interest and receive updates for the event:
abnjaustralia2017savethedate.eventbrite.com.au

Alistair Graham, Special Adviser , is also the NGO nominee on the Australian Government delegation and negotiating team to the UN talks on
developing a new treaty to conserve biodiversity on the high seas. He has followed this UN process with HSI since it started over a decade ago
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Seabird issues, particularly the deaths in fishing operations in Australia and globally, remain a key issue for HSI.
As well as attending the CCSBT (Convention on the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna) meetings (see page 6)
in the last few months HSI has been actively contributing towards the development of a new National Plan of Action for Seabirds
(NPOA-Seabirds) as well as AFMA’s (Australian Fisheries Management Authority) Protected Species Strategy for Seabirds.

HSI has long called for the development of an NPOA-Seabirds
believing this to be an important domestic translation of the FAO’s
(UN Food and Agricultural Organisation) International Plan
of Action for Seabirds, to cover all forms of fishing in
Australian waters.
Whilst HSI has historically worked closely with the Australian
Government on longline fishing following the development of
the longline fishing TAP (Threat Abatement Plan), we have felt
that other forms of fishing and the threats they pose need
a coordinated Government-level strategy so that they are
effectively addressed.
HSI hopes the development of an NPOA-Seabirds will achieve this.
The scope of this plan will include all forms of fishing (commercial
and recreational) at both the Commonwealth and State levels.
This broad approach is essential, and is something that has been
seen to work well in other plans such as NPOA-Sharks which
HSI has also closely been involved in the development and
implementation of.
We hope that our recent experience in updating the NPOASharks and lessons learnt from the implementation of the
second of these plans will be useful for our contributions to the
development of the Seabird plan. The NPOA-Seabirds is
expected to be finalised in 2017, with a public consultation
period expected early in the year before the plan is finalised.
AFMA has also started the development of a Protected Species
Strategy for Seabirds, and HSI representatives, Nigel Brothers,
Alistair Graham and Alexia Wellbelove attended a workshop in
Hobart in October in 2016 to begin discussions about what such
a strategy would look like. Whilst the strategy is only in the early
stages of development, it is HSI’s hope that this new AFMA
strategy, together with the NPOA-Seabirds, will ensure that
further progress on the threats to seabirds from fishing in
Australia will be made in 2017 and beyond.
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Other threats continue to albatross and petrel species. HSI is
particularly concerned for the welfare of albatross following
reports that an Australian fishing vessel is trialling laser scaring
devices. HSI believes the use of such devices will have significant
effects on seabirds and have previously raised these concerns in
the international forum of ACAP (Agreement on the Conservation
of Albatrosses and Petrels) and written to manufacturers of the
device outlining these concerns. We continue to investigate the
situation in Australia and will make all efforts to ensure this
technology is prevented from being used in Australian fisheries.

HSI provides advice on marine mammal
bycatch in Commonwealth fisheries
Alexia Wellbelove, HSI’s Senior Program Manager was
recently appointed the sole NGO representative on AFMA’s
Commonwealth Fisheries Marine Mammal Working Group and
attended the first meeting in November 2016.
The group is to provide AFMA with advice related to impacts on
marine mammals in Commonwealth fisheries and subsequent
management arrangements that should be implemented. The
first meeting focussed on the strategy for dolphin bycatch in the
SESSF’s (Southern and Eastern Scalefish and Shark Fishery) Gillnet
Hook and Trap Fishery and seal interactions in Commonwealth
fisheries.
HSI is pleased to hear that cumulative impacts on dolphins are
being considered and to hear industry’s continued commitment
to aim for a zero target of dolphin bycatch in fisheries. HSI will
continue to work on and monitor these issues.

ALEXIA WELLBELOVE, HSI SENIOR PROGRAM MANAGER

S H A R K C O N S E R VAT I O N P R O G R A M R O U N D U P

HSI has had another big year in terms of sharks, on both a domestic and international level.
Closer to home, NSW shark populations have been under attack from the previous Baird Government through the
ongoing NSW Shark Meshing Program, and an extension of the existing program through the installation
of ten more nets on the NSW North Coast.

Branded a separate ‘Shark Management Plan’ the NSW
Government received an exemption under the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC
Act) in November this year allowing them to conduct a ‘trial’ of
shark mesh nets along beaches in the Ballina/Byron Bay region.
A highly biologically diverse area, HSI has been seeking legal
options to determine ways in which we can stop the North
Coast shark net trial, and remove nets from NSW permanently.
We are also concerned about Queensland’s Shark Control
Program and are seeking legal advice; this program includes
both nets and drumlines, both of which are situated within the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park (GBRMP). HSI is also in the
process of re-submitting Shark Control Programs as a Key
Threatening Process (KTP) under Federal Legislation.
Unfortunately, so far our nomination attempts have failed to reach
the Finalised Priority Assessment Lists (FPAL), mainly due to a
lack of population data on the affected species.
In December 2016, HSI helped organise in a No Shark Nets
Rally in Sydney, together in an informal alliance with other NGO’s,
shark bite survivors and the NSW Greens, we urged the public to
speak out against the Baird Government’s use of shark nets, and
find other ways to promote beach safety. HSI’s main issue with
the nets include the significant effect they have on our marine
species, not only sharks, but dolphins, whales and turtles. Critically
endangered grey nurse sharks are also heavily impacted upon
by shark nets, and the 2014 grey nurse shark recovery plan still
considers nets as one of the main impediments to population
increase for the species. In November, HSI helped organise and
participated in the 2016 Grey Nurse Shark Symposium, the
second after a first symposium was held in Brisbane in 2013.
We were joined by numerous stakeholders to discuss progress
on grey nurse shark conservation and identified key shortfalls and
insufficient progress in GNS conservation and recovery. We hope
the symposium will help to keep the momentum going for the
important management and protection of the grey nurse shark.
On the international front, the 17th Conference of Parties to the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Flora and Fauna (CITES CoP17) was a successful arena for

shark species (see HSI’s post CITES report, page 12) and HSI hopes
the 2017 Convention on Migratory Species (CMS) meeting in the
Philippines will also produce good results for a number of shark
species. We continue to pressure the Australian Government to
withdraw the reservation of five shark species (three species of
thresher shark, and two species of hammerhead shark) under CMS
and we will continue to monitor CMS (and the MoU on Migratory
Sharks) implementation. CITES and CMS now protect nearly
40 species of sharks and rays.
HSI continues to push for an end to shark finning, and is engaged
on a national and international level to push for a ban on the
trade, sale and possession of shark fins, especially in Australia.
We are following up on shark trade data and shark trade codes in
Australia, and are monitoring the status of hammerhead species
under the EPBC Act. Hammerheads are often exported from
Australia for their fins, and are currently a CITES listed species.
Consideration of HSI’s nominations for the great hammerhead
and scalloped hammerhead to be listed under the EPBC ACT as
vulnerable is due to conclude in late 2017, and if successful, finning
of these species will no longer be allowed.

STOP PRESS: Shark Nets
In January 2017, NSW DPI released the 2015/2016 NSW SMP
statistics which show an alarming increase in the number of
marine species captured and killed. Nineteen grey nurse sharks
were captured between September 2015 and April 2016, with
5 of these found dead. Post release mortality is of concern for
this species, so the true extent of mortality could well exceed
this number. 31 great white sharks were caught, with 21 dead.
Other species affected by the nets are marine turtles, with 19
killed in the 8 month season; green, hawksbill, leatherback and
loggerheads were the species killed, all of which are listed as
threatened with extinction on a number of national and
international legislation; 14 dolphins drowned, along with over
100 harmless sharks, including great and smooth hammerheads
which are currently being assessed for listing under the EPBC
Act. In total there were 748 animals caught on nets within the
8 month netting season, with 49% of these killed.

JESSICA MORRIS, HSI PROJECT OFFICER/MARINE SCIENTIST
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Some wins, some losses
for fins and feathers
In October last year HSI attended the annual Convention on the
Conservation of the Southern Bluefin Tuna (CCSBT), a treaty we
have attended (as one of the only NGO Observer Organisations)
for some two decades in pursuit of good conservation outcomes.
We have two significant interests at stake:
(i) since CCAMLR (Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic
Marine Living Resources) developed measures to reduce
incidental mortality of albatrosses in longline gear deployed by
toothfish fishers in the Southern Ocean to close to zero, deaths
associated with longliners targeting southern bluefin tuna and
regulated by CCSBT are now the biggest threat to the survival
of southern hemisphere albatrosses—and it’s been desperately
frustrating trying to get tuna RFMOs (Regional Fisheries
Management Authorities) to adopt effective bycatch mitigation
regimes to match CCAMLR’s success;
(ii) CCSBT, along with the two other RFMOs regulating bluefin
tuna (ICCAT in the Atlantic/Mediterranean and WCPFC Northern
Committee in the North Pacific), has been horribly ineffective in
preventing overfishing. Highly prized in Japan for the sashimi
trade, blatant under-reporting of catches and reluctance to set
realistic catch limits mean the species should be listed as threatened internationally by CITES (Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora), and by
state and Federal governments in Australia but governments
have been very reluctant to do this (HSI succeeded in achieving
an EPBC Act ‘Conservation Dependent’ listing for the southern
bluefin tuna in 2010 ).
The important news from the October meeting, in Kaohsiung in
Taiwan, is that the CCSBT has abandoned thought of having its
own seabird bycatch mitigation measures (a key policy platform
promoted by HSI for many years) in favour of casting an eye over
those measures in force with the other four ‘spatially-based’ tuna
RFMOs. The key decision being:
“The [Extended Commission] directed the Ecologically Related
Species Working Group (ERSWG), at its 2017 meeting to specifically
examine seabird bycatch mitigation measures currently in place in
the 'spatially-based' RFMOs and the best available information
on the distribution and population status of the seabirds and
provide advice to ESC22 and EC24 on whether these mitigation
measures should be strengthened, and if they should be
strengthened, how they should be strengthened.”
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This was championed by the Government of New Zealand who
has been showing frustration with the Australia/Japan impasse
for some time. At one level, this is disappointing for HSI, in that it
ends our ambitions to have a CCSBT albatross bycatch mitigation
measure given that CCSBT authorised fishers, operating in cool,
mid-latitude waters where southern bluefin tuna are found, to the
immediate north of the Southern Ocean/CCAMLR Area. On the
other hand, the prospects of achieving that outcome have been
clearly fading in the face of Japanese intransigence. So, putting on
a brave face, HSI is planning a suite of next steps opportunities:
To help ERSWG ‘examine’ the other tuna-RFMOs' measures.
There are three principal issues here:
(i) encouraging Birdlife International (BLI) and the Agreement on
the Conservation of Albatrosses and Petrels (ACAP) and others to
provide ‘best practice’ advice as to how the ‘technical’ aspects of
those measures might be improved—operationally (e.g. our lineweighting stuff) and design (e.g. side setting) and other measures:
(ii) suggesting how the reporting, MCS (Marine Stewardship
Council), compliance and enforcement aspects of the measures
(and associated operational arrangements) might be improved
so that we have a good sense of what’s actually going on; and
(iii) getting more scientific observers on board, with agreed
protocols to actually observe bycatch operational performance
(which, frustratingly, usually gets muddled up with ‘inspection’)
To help the ERSWG marshal information on ‘distribution and
population status of seabirds’— which should result in a refinement of what and where the ‘high risk’ areas are. Currently, the
other four spatially-based RFMOs have measures which invite
fishers to choose two of three bycatch mitigation options—night
setting, line weighting or using bird-scaring streamers (tori lines)
—and the plan is to require all three to be used in ‘high risk’
areas, including adequately weighted longlines. The key thing is
that we should include the conservation status of populations in
the formula for identifying ‘high risk area’— where the obvious
opportunity is to identify very high risk ‘no-go’ areas for critically
endangered population ranges—or some such decision rule,
and other key measures.
To help ERSWG formulate advice to the Scientific Committee
(ESC) on technical information and to the Commission (EC)
on governance-reporting, MCS compliance and enforcement
requirements. A key piece of advice is to urge the Scientific

Alistair Graham, Special Adviser HSI Australia, attended the CCSBT Commission Meeting in Taiwan in late 2016.

Committee to request the Compliance Committee to formulate
advice to the Commission on the governance matters—these
matters being within the competency of the Compliance
Committee, not the Scientific Committee. ERSWG hasn’t been
particularly ingenious in the appropriate formulation of advice
and appropriate use of decision-making channels to get that
advice to key decision-makers. Hopefully, the specificity of this
EC decision in ‘directing’ the ERSWG to provide ‘advice’ should
focus the Working Group’s mind on formulating suitable advice
to appropriate committees.

Southern bluefin tuna
The CCSBT headline news in relation to the southern bluefin tuna
is that the Commission decided to award themselves the
maximum increase in Total Allowable Catch (TAC) permitted under
the prevailing decision-rule—3,000 tpa more (without that cap,
the increase would have been more — as it is, the chances of
meeting their stock rebuilding target is estimated to have gone up
from 50% to more than 70%, without the cap, they would have
taken more until the odds of staying on track dropped to 50%).
The reality remains, that the CCSBT is on a wing and a prayer and
it requires strong recruitment of juveniles into the stock, driven
by favourable environmental conditions, to continue on track with
their already pitifully unambitious rebuilding trajectory.

Meanwhile, the good news is that they will attempt an ‘all sources
of mortality’ stock assessment in 2017/18 (Australia will provide
estimates of recreational catches ‘by 2018’) which was clarified
as meaning before the end of 2017 i.e. they won’t wait for an
ill-conceived FRDC (Fisheries Research and Development
Corporation) study to tell them it’s all too hard. This is a technical
win for years of lobbying by the New Zealand Government.
Importantly, the Commission is also giving serious consideration
to requiring recreational fishers to hold quota within the overall
Australian allocation (a technical win for HSI as we put the idea
forward first).
We understand the industry/government/rec-fishers have been
in talks which have apparently stalled over the idea that rec-fish
catches would have to be capped. The concept of self-control
has a way to go yet in rec-fishing circles. Embarrassingly for
Australia, Japan is making serious efforts to control catches by
its coastal fishers in northern bluefin spawning areas while
Australia has done nothing on documenting, let alone controlling,
catches by our recreational fishers.
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Fishing kills 300,000+
In Technical Bulletin (No 27, 2016) we reported on the milestone environmental fine of $1 million awarded
by the Federal Court of Australia against the Japanese whaling company Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd

Following further legal advice, HSI, represented by public interest
environmental lawyers EDO NSW (Environmental Defenders
Office) sent an official enforcement notice to Japanese whaling
company Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd (Kyodo) on 16th December
2016 with the clear message that further action will be taken if it
fails to comply with the Court’s orders. With another whaling
season expected to kill hundreds of whales including in the
Australian Whale Sanctuary, the whalers are on notice that their
continued breach of Australian Federal Court orders will result in
enforcement proceedings being pursued against them. HSI will
continue to remind the whalers that they face fines and prosecution
under Australian law and work to ensure that our laws and courts
are no longer flouted.

Whaling talks advance whale conservation, with
HSI playing key role in whale conservation efforts
2016 marked an important year for the International Whaling
Commission (IWC). Whilst IWC meetings, held every two years,
are always important and watched keenly by the world, in 2016
it held extra significance, marking the 70th anniversary of the
founding of the Commission in 1946 (making it one of the oldest
international conventions) and more importantly the 30th
anniversary of the global moratorium on commercial whaling.
This ground-breaking moratorium was agreed in 1982 and
implemented in 1986, and HSI estimates that in the 30 years
since the implementation of the moratorium more than 100,000
whales have been spared 1, however willful disregard of the ban
by Japan, Iceland and Norway has still sentenced some 40,000
whales to death.
HSI’s efforts also helped shape the decision by Australia to
take the case against Japanese whaling in Antarctica to the
international courts. On 31st March 2014, the International Court
of Justice found that Japanese whaling in Antarctica was in
breach of the whaling moratorium and called on Japan to cease
whaling immediately. Notwithstanding, Japanese whalers
returned to the Southern Ocean again in 2015/16 killing more
than 300 whales, many of which were pregnant females and are
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once again in the Southern Ocean with plans to kill a similar number of

whales in 2016/2017.
HSI was present at the 1982 IWC meeting as it has been every
meeting since to ensure that countries that are party to the IWC
are held to account for their actions. The 66th meeting of the
Commission (IWC66), held in Portoroz, Slovenia in October
2016, was no different and HSI once again sent a team of expert
representatives.
It is clear from Japan’s actions despite the moratorium and
Federal and international court rulings, that nations such as
Australia need to continue to stand firm against whaling, whilst
also implementing a more proactive strategy to ensure that the
focus of the IWC shifts from whaling to a more positive
conservation agenda.
Australia’s actions at IWC65 two years ago, and especially this
year at IWC66, were those of a nation willing to make whaling a
matter of diplomatic significance—ready to meet Japan and its
whaling allies toe to toe in any forum where the issue surfaces,
and prepared to make substantial investments in support of its
whale conservation aims. With New Zealand, it has proven to be
the best and most energetic advocate for whales and their
protection within or outside of the IWC.
At IWC66 Australia exhibited strong leadership in confronting
Japan over its continued whaling in the Southern Ocean and in
working to reshape the work of the IWC itself. Australia’s
strategy combined continued resistance to Japan’s whaling
under scientific permit with a proactive agenda of support
for measures designed to strengthen both the IWC and its
leadership on conservation measures.

Successful Australian IWC resolutions
Under the guidance of Australia’s new Commissioner to the IWC
Dr Nick Gales, Australia advanced two successful resolutions at
the Slovenian meeting. The first was designed to strengthen
assessments of whaling programs conducted in the name of

ALEXIA WELLBELOVE, HSI SENIOR PROGRAM MANAGER

as deadly bycatch
The Court found the whalers guilty of a ‘deliberate, systematic and sustained’ breach of the 2008 injunction orders
requiring the company to stop whaling in the Australian Whale Sanctuary off the coast of Antarctica,
resulting in a verdict of four counts of contempt of Court.

science. As a result, a permanent IWC working group will augment
review of such proposals by the IWC Scientific Committee. The
second was to enhance the effectiveness of the IWC. The meeting
also agreed a number of other important conservation resolutions
including a resolution to save the highly endangered vaquita
(also known as the Gulf of California porpoise) from extinction
and another recognising the ecological services that cetaceans
provide in maintaining the health of our oceans. Resolutions
supporting the allocation of funds for participation by governments
of limited means and committing the IWC to cooperation with the
Conference of the Parties of the Minamata Convention to monitor
mercury levels in cetaceans were also agreed at the meeting.

1

Estimate derived from extrapolating annual whale catches between 1980
and 1984, immediately prior to the ban, which averaged 12,092 animals
per year globally. Had such catch levels continued, more than 360,000
whales would have been killed over the last 30 years—however that
might not have been the case because populations may have crashed,
and demand for products was reducing. Nonetheless, it is, in our view,
entirely plausible that the moratorium prevented the killing of at least
3,400 whales each year, meaning that more than 100,000 whales could
have been spared.

Moratorium prevented killing
Whilst much of this work grabbed the headlines, IWC66 also
agreed to establish two new work streams on bycatch and
stranding. With an estimated 308,000 cetaceans perishing in
fishing nets and gear worldwide every year, the bycatch initiative
is an extremely important one, and one which HSI is pleased will
be led by our own Mark Simmonds, HSI’s Senior marine scientist.
Bycatch is widely regarded as the number-one conservation
problem for cetaceans. With several populations poised on the
edge of extinction, bycatch threatens their very survival. Bycatch
is also a serious animal welfare issue that can easily be prevented
and we look forward to playing a strong role in these discussions.

3,400 whales, means over
100,000 whales could
have been spared

Other positive outcomes included the reinforcement of an
ongoing commitment by the Commission to an innovative work
stream on welfare issues, as championed by the UK Government
and one in which HSI has been closely involved. The IWC would
appear to be the first intergovernmental body that has committed
to systematically assess, articulate and mitigate welfare problems
caused incidentally by human activities in wild animals’ habitats,
and this speaks volumes for its forward-looking evolution.
HSI looks forward to continuing to play a role in IWC’s forward
looking conservation agenda, whilst at the same time ensuring
that the whaling nations are held to account and whaling in all
its guises ended.
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ON ANTARCTIC PROTECTION, THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE AND CONSENSUS DECISION MAKING

Backyard got bigger by
Photo: Dr Jim Watts

I went into this meeting of CCAMLR without high expectations of achieving much, let alone a marine protected
area (MPA) designation— the past 3 meetings had not been good, and there had been little indication
of movement from the one remaining antagonist to MPAs (Russia) prior to the meeting.

We ended the meeting with the largest marine protected area in
the world—1.55 million square kilometres, approximately 1.2 million
square kilometres of which is set aside from commercial fishing.
The MPA will provide special protection for representative
examples of the region’s biodiversity and also act as a reference
area to monitor the effects of fishing and climate change in the
Southern Ocean.
This is a region of astounding beauty, high biodiversity and high
productivity. It is one of the world’s most intact large marine
ecosystems, and thus an ideal natural laboratory for the study
of ecosystem function. The Ross Sea is home to unique and
wonderful benthic (bottom-dwelling) communities, 38% of the
world’s Adélie penguins, 26% of Emperor penguins, more than
30% of Antarctic petrels, 6% of Antarctic minke whales, 30% of
‘Ross Sea’ killer whales, and the richest diversity of fishes in the
high latitude Southern Ocean, including seven species found
nowhere else.

areas for the Southern Ocean (which covers 10% of the world’s
oceans and includes some iconic and unique species) in 2002.
In response to a recommendation from the World Summit on
Sustainable Development to establish marine protected areas as
part of the management of the oceans, they created a standard
agenda item ‘management of protected areas’. After several years
of discussion to develop an approach to the designation of MPAs,
they agreed to establish a representative system of MPAs within
the Convention Area by 2012. They also established South Orkney
Islands southern shelf Marine Protected Area. In 2011, CCAMLR
nations adopted Conservation Measure 91-04, an overarching
measure to guide the establishment of individual MPAS.

It’s a longish story, involving perseverance, determination and
compromise.

2012 came and went. By this stage, there were two proposals on
the table—one for a 2 million square kilometre MPA in the Ross
Sea domain, and a 1.9 million square kilometre system of 7 MPAs
in the Eastern Antarctic domain. No progress could be made on
either and so we found ourselves gathering in Bremerhaven,
Germany in July 2013 for a special meeting of CCAMLR focused
entirely on the marine protected area proposals. Preparing for
that trip, I recall assuming that we would come away from that
meeting with both MPA proposals agreed. Alas, despite a 5am
finish, and willingness from many nations, no deal could be made.

CCAMLR 1 was established in 1982 to conserve Antarctic marine
life, following increasing commercial interest in Antarctic krill,
the key animal in the Southern Ocean’s very short ecosystem
chain, and a history of over-exploitation of several other species.
It stands out from other regional bodies engaged in the
management of marine resources in that its objective—the
conservation of marine life—is based on the precautionary
principle 2 and an ecosystem approach 3.

2014 was one of the worst CCAMLR meetings I have ever
attended. We seemed to go backwards on every issue.
Attempts to reinterpret the conservation basis of the Convention,
opposition to regulation for ‘research fishing’, questions as to
whether marine protected areas were needed at all—we saw all
of these arguments and more. And 2015 started off very similarly
—until on the very last day USA wrangled a deal with China to
support the Ross Sea proposal.

CCAMLR nations first started talking about marine protected

At the start of the 2016 meeting, there were some positive signs

And while the MPA can be closed down after 35 years, we have
35 years to ensure that it isn’t. Wow. How did that happen?

Lyn Goldsworthy AM attended the historic CCAMLR meeting in Hobart in late 2016 as an NGO adviser on the Australian Government Delegation.
Lyn has spent more than 35 years working in or with the non-government sector, as a campaigner, communicator, and enabler and in organisational
development. She attended her first Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) meeting in 1983 and her
first Antarctic Treaty in 1984 and has attended Antarctic meetings off and on ever since.
HSI was also represented on the Australian Government Delegation by Alistair Graham. HSI has been involved in Antarctic and CCAMLR matters
since its inception in Australia in 1994, and as a Board Member and Councillor of the Antarctic and Southern Ocean Coalition (ASOC),
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1,500,000km2
And while others had expressed their willingness to support the proposals on the table,
they were talking very short time limits of 20 years or less.

that efforts to encourage Russia to join the consensus—pigs
started to sprout wings. After a few false starts they soared into
the air. And just like that we had a 35 year-long 1.55 million
square kilometre Marine Protected Area in the Ross Sea.
Many things came together to get this proposal over the line.
The persistent public pressure on CCAMLR nations from across
the world to not throw in the towel. The involvement of US
Secretary of State John Kerry; New Zealand being a temporary
member of the UN Security Council providing NZ diplomats
high level access to their Chinese and Russian counterparts; the
desire of China to be effective players in the Antarctic scene;
and the willingness of CCAMLR nations to compromise on
duration to get the proposal over the line.

1

Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources
(CCAMLR).

2

Precautionary principle requires management measures to be
precautionary in the face of insufficient evidence rather than acting
only on the basis of proven threat.

3

The ecosystem approach requires that the survival of dependent and
related species when harvesting a targeted species.

I am certainly disappointed that CCAMLR could not agree to
permanently protect the Ross Sea, and worried about the
potential precedent this will set for further MPAs in Southern
Ocean waters and in global high seas areas generally.

What’s next?
CCAMLR nations committed to a network of marine protected
areas across all domains of the Southern Ocean. The East
Antarctic System of Representative MPAs is ready for adoption
now, and proposals for MPAs in the Weddell Sea area and the
Antarctic Peninsula are already under development. Then of
course there is the implementation of the Ross Sea MPA. So I
guess it’s a couple of days of champagne and congratulations
and then back to work?
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C I T E S P A R T I E S D O B AT T L E I N S O U T H A F R I C A

Voting to end
ivory trade
The 17th meeting of the Conference of Parties to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
of Wild Flora and Fauna (CITES CoP17) took place in September 2016 in Johannesburg South Africa.
This meeting was the biggest since CITES was open for signature in 1973 with the most proposals
and delegates ever in attendance including 183 nations that are Party to CITES.

A range of diverse and issues important to HSI were discussed,
with a strong team of wildlife experts from our international offices
(including HSI Australia), representing ourselves and the Species
Survival Network (SSN: a coalition of 80 non-government
organisations committed to the promotion, enhancement,
and strict enforcement of CITES).
HSI was a major contributor in many proposals at this year’s CITES,
including pangolins, working closely with CITES Parties to help
prepare nominations. Eight species of pangolins (recognised as
the most highly trafficked mammal in the world) were listed
under CITES Appendix I. Population decline of pangolins is due
to unsustainably high poaching for their scales for use in
traditional Asian medicine making an Appendix I listing, the
highest protection available under CITES, vital in reducing the
trade in the animal.
Marine listings did better than anticipated at CoP17. Thresher
sharks, silky sharks and Mobula rays were almost unanimously
supported for Appendix II listings, and despite a 12 month and
6 month implementation delay respectively for all three species,
HSI strongly believes that the listings reflect a seismic shift in the
way the world views and conserves sharks. We congratulate
CITES Parties for making these important decisions.
As for the elephants and rhino proposals, Swaziland’s application
for a down listing to Appendix II for their southern white rhino
population, which would have permitted trade in white rhino horn,
was rejected by 100 parties, including Australia. The listing would
have increased the risk of illegal rhino horn trade. The adoption
of the closure of domestic markets for ivory was also committed
to by CITES Parties and cannot have come soon enough with
illegal trade and poaching for ivory on the rise. HSI plans to discuss
this issue further with the Australian Government.
Namibia and Zimbabwe had complementary elephant proposals
up for adoption which would have removed their elephant
populations under Appendix II of CITES in an attempt to open
up trade in elephant ivory and other specimens. CITES Parties,
including Australia, almost unanimously rejected this proposal.
A third proposal by a number of African countries to up list all
populations of African elephants from Appendix II to Appendix I
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was sadly unable to get the required amount of support from
Parties to succeed. Australia and New Zealand voted in support
of this proposal which would have ended international commercial
trade in African elephant ivory, simplified enforcement and sent
a clear message to halt the potential extinction of African elephants.
The proposal failed due to Namibia declaring it would take out
reservations on the proposal if adopted, opening up their elephant
populations to unrestricted trade. Fortunately, Australia has already
legislated stricter domestic measures on trade on elephant ivory
and rhino horn.
All in all, CITES CoP17 was a success for most species, and HSI will
continue working so that all species gain increased protection
and enforcement to limit population loss and wildlife trafficking.
CITES wins from CoP 17

Antsouhy tomato frog

Western tur

Three burrowing frogs

Rhinoceros

Titicaca water frog

Pangolins

Hong Kong warty newt

Barbary macaque

Silky shark

Peregrine falcon

Thresher shark

African grey parrot

Devil ray

Nile crocodile

Clarion angelfish

Arboreal alligator lizards

Nautilids

African pygmy chameleons

Cuban land snails

Psychedelic rock gecko
Turquoise dwarf gecko

CITES losses from CoP 17

Masobe gecko

Wood bison

Earless monitor lizard

African lion

Crocodile lizard

Florida panther

Ashe’s bush viper

Eastern cougar

Kenyan horned viper

Cape mountain zebra

Nubian flapshell turtle

African elephant

Senegal flapshell turtle

American crocodile

Zambezi flapshell turtle

Morelet’s crocodile

Aubry’s softshell turtle

Salt-water crocodile

Nile softshell turtle

Tomato frog

Euphrates softshell turtle

Ocellate river stingray

False tomato frog

Banggai cardinalfish

JESSICA MORRIS, HSI PROJECT OFFICER/MARINE SCIENTIST/ CITES DELEGATE

GREYHOUNDS — BAIRD TAKES ADVICE FROM SHOCK JOCKS AND IGNORES HSI CONSTITUENTS

Baird goes
to water on ban
Last year saw one of the worst political backflips in animal welfare history as NSW Premier Mike Baird
announced his decision to overturn legislation set to ban greyhound racing in NSW.
Baird’s initial decision to ban greyhound racing was based on the McHugh report which revealed shocking animal abuses across
the industry. The Premier concluded the problems were so terrible the industry was beyond reform and needed to end.
We praised the Premier and thought the goal of ending this gruesome ‘sport’ in Australia was finally within reach

“We’ve listened to the community,” Baird said, but it seems that
in the end he just listened to a noisy and angry minority group of
people who used the powers of News Corp and shock jocks to
make their opinions louder than ever, piling on the pressure and
convincing politicians that their political futures could be at risk.
The dog racing mob pushed as hard as they could using media
giants, bullying, even death threats, pleading for one more
chance to reform.
Was the public’s voice truly heard? Independent polling showed
64% of people in New South Wales and the ACT supported the
greyhound racing ban. Gambling over greyhound racing is losing
its social licence elsewhere in the world and starting to struggle
financially. The UK has seen a 58 per cent decline in betting on
dogs since the turn of the decade with London’s last race track
at Wimbledon set to close. In Ireland, Dublin’s historic Harold
Cross track also announced closure in February. America, too,
saw a hefty 70 per cent fall in the amount gambled on the dogs
between 2001 and 2014. The only eight countries left that still
allow the ‘sport’ are Australia, Ireland, Macau, Mexico, New
Zealand, the UK, the US and Vietnam.
Now the NSW government is giving the industry their second
chance and new Premier Gladys Berejiklian and Racing Minister
Paul Toole are deciding on the rules for the industry’s so called
‘reform’. In February, the NSW Reform Panel released 122
recommendations intended to better regulate the industry. HSI
is warning that you cannot regulate away the cruelty that is
inherent to the industry’s business model. We’ve analysed the
trackside euthanasia and injury figures at TAB tracks in the 3
months before and after the backflip. Both have increased. If the
industry is intent on reform surely this wouldn’t be the case.

used to bait greyhounds because of their squealing. There is also
argument amongst the panel over the recommendation for
mandatory CCTV at all private greyhound training tracks.
Debate has broken out over who should fund the reforms. Should
it be the industry, a greater share of TAB revenue or the public
purse? Australian tax payers categorically do not want their
dollars being used to subsidise a cruel and corrupt industry.
Just days prior to the original ban announcement the state
government had allocated $22 million dollars to the greyhound
racing industry in tax breaks over the next four years. If this
subsidy is back on the table then the Australian public need to
know about it. If the industry is allowed to continue then they
should stand on their own two feet.
They should also start paying their fair share of taxes. HSI can
reveal that the industry only paid $169,000 in income tax in
NSW in 2014/2015. For an industry reported to be worth $350m,
this just doesn’t add up.
The greyhound racing industry has deviated too far for too long,
and is incapable of truly reforming. Further exposes of animal
cruelty are inevitable. Without its social licence and diminishing
supporters, greyhound racing will struggle to keep afloat. The
public purse must not be used to prop it up. The industry is on
its last legs and the world is watching. So, although it hasn’t
happened quite yet, we still hope the end is nigh.

There are some serious alarm bells in the report
Take recommendation #100 to prohibit the keeping of small
animals at all greyhound training tracks to help with enforcement of the ban on live baiting. The industry representative on
the Reform Panel argues that there should be an exemption for
the keeping of piglets. Why is that? Piglets are a favourite animal

GEORGIE DOLPHIN, HSI PROGRAM MANAGER
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H S I V O I C E S D I S A P P O I N T M E N T O V E R F R E E R A N G E E G G C O N S U LTAT I O N

Ministers chicken
out (again)
HSI was hopeful that the Federal government would listen to the voices of thousands of Australian
consumers pushing for a national standard for free range eggs that would meet their expectations.
However, in March 2016 state consumer affairs ministers proclaimed that the new standard would allow
outdoor stocking densities of up to 10,000 birds per hectare.

This is a far cry from the 1500 set in the Model Code of Practice and
recommended by the CSIRO. True free range farmers were
established to meet the Model Code for free range production
and it was their hard work and pioneering efforts that originally
created the demand for free range eggs.
The ministers’ report revealed that although most submissions
from consumers called for a definition of free range that
encompassed low stocking densities and the regular use of an
outdoor range, most of them may be from those who are
concerned with issues of animal welfare. They stated, “Therefore
it is not clear that these submissions can be interpreted as
representative of ‘average’ consumer opinion.” HSI was astonished
by this conclusion when it is clear that the very consumers who
are choosing to purchase eggs labelled ‘free range’ are motivated
by the assumption that higher standards of animal welfare are
adhered to. These consumers are the ones who will be directly
affected and who pay a premium for free range, yet it seems
that their opinions have been completely ignored.
The Australian Treasury called for comments on the ‘Free Range
Egg Labelling Information Standard Exposure Draft’ which
concluded in early December 2016. HSI’s submission relayed our
severe disappointment with the consultation to date, urging the
ministers to set the maximum stocking density at 1500 hens per
hectare, in line with consumer expectations. You can read the full
submission on our website www.hsi.org.au under the ‘Publications
/Policy Papers’ section.
In the meantime, following the momentous win by HSI in May
which found one of Australia’s largest egg producers (Snowdale
Holdings) guilty of falsely labelling eggs as free range in Western
Australia, we await news on the fine that will be handed to its
owner, Mr Barry Cocking. HSI will continue seeking prosecution
of any producer lying about their production of free range eggs.
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W I L D L I F E L A N D T R U S T U P D AT E

WLT builds on
habitat havens

Photo: Claire Baker

Humane Society International’s Wildlife Land Trust (WLT) is an international network
of private lands committed to the conservation of habitat for wildlife.
Founded in 1993 by the Humane Society of the United States, HSI established the WLT in Australia in 2007
with a view to supporting landholders in their wildlife and habitat protection efforts, guided by the principle
of humane stewardship. We are very happy to celebrate our 10th birthday.

The WLT experienced record growth in Australia in 2016 with 77
new member sanctuaries joining up, boosting the coverage of
the program by approximately 13,000 hectares. These additions
bring the tally to 420 member sanctuaries covering more than
56,400 hectares of wildlife-friendly land. The program also
extended across the Tasman this year, welcoming two more New
Zealand sanctuaries to the network.

to become a part of Australia’s contribution to a global network
of wildlife sanctuaries. Membership complements any existing or
future arrangements you make to protect your land and there are
no costs or legal concerns involved. The WLT is a very inclusive
initiative, as shown by the sizes, uses and locations of our
members and every landholder has the potential to make a
positive difference for native wildlife and habitat conservation.

The WLT was once again a partner of the NSW Private Land
Conservation Grants program in 2016. Managed by the
Foundational for National Parks and Wildlife, the grants provided
$375,000 of funding to projects across the state with seven WLT
members among the recipients. In 2016, a new category open to
WLT sanctuary owners focused on improving wildlife habitat was
added to the range of grants available. All NSW WLT members
are eligible to apply so sign your land up now to be ready for the
2017/18 round of grants.

For more information or to apply to become a member please
visit www.wildlifelandtrust.org.au or call HSI on 1800 333 737

The partnership between the WLT and the NSW Office of
Environment and Heritage saw conservation covenants secured
for Wattle Brae and Urliup Wildlife Sanctuary this year. The
43 hectare properties now have their high biodiversity values
protected in-perpetuity by virtue of this relationship, with further
properties under review.
The WLT Sanctuaries You Can Stay program officially launched
in 2016, proving popular among existing and new members alike.
The initiative seeks to connect holidaymakers with wildlife-friendly
accommodation providers within our network. The initiative
provides the public with the opportunity to stay at some
inspirational places and gain an insight into the incredible work
happening on WLT member properties.
Meanwhile, work continues on a number of additional WLT
initiatives including the Wildlife Rehabilitators Release Network,
which is geared to launch in 2017 following an extensive feedback
and consultation period. The objective of the WRRN will be to
link wildlife carers with quality release sites for their recovered
animals in accordance with the rules and regulations of each
Australian state and territory.
We invite everyone with an acre or more of wildlife-friendly land
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T H R E AT E N E D E C O L O G I C A L C O M M U N I T I E S

Fighting
for flora
Our long-standing campaign to achieve protection for Threatened Ecological Communities
under national and state environmental laws continued at full pace during 2016
with HSI nominating four communities for listing under the Commonwealth Environment
Protection Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act).

We were pleased to hear that the Federal Government has agreed
to assess the eligibility of two of these communities: Tuart
(Eucalyptus gomphocephala) woodlands of the Swan Coastal
Plain in Western Australia; and Tasmanian white gum
(Eucalyptus viminalis) wet forest. Extensive research led us to
propose both communities be listed in the Critically Endangered
category and afforded the highest level of protection.
In May last year, the Warkworth Sands Woodland of the Hunter
Valley was listed as a Critically Endangered Threatened Ecological
Community under the EPBC Act following assessment triggered
by its inclusion as a component of a nomination submitted by HSI
in 2010. The community is endemic to the Hunter River catchment,
occupying approximately 465 fragmented hectares in the Central
Hunter region of the Hunter Valley. At present, vegetation typically
comprises of rough-barked apples (Angophora floribunda) and
coast banksias (Banksia integrifolia subsp. integrifolia) on
sandy soils west of Singleton. Warkworth Sands Woodland
generally forms on linear sand dunes ranging from one to six
metres in height while, on shallower sands, Blakely’s red gums
(Eucalyptus blakelyi) and narrow leaved ironbarks (Eucalyptus
crebra) are most prevalent.
Despite its limited geographic distribution, Warkworth Sands
Woodland provides essential resources for nesters and breeders,
shelter in tree hollows and characteristically thick undergrowth,
and is an important food source for threatened migratory birds
including swift parrots (Lathamus discolor) and regent
honeyeaters (Anthochaera phrygia) in addition to bat species in
search of select flowering eucalypts. As well as supporting these
species, the community benefits from their presence greatly due
to their important roles as pollinators in ecosystems. The
community’s approved Conservation Advice identifies clearing,
predominantly for open cut mining and associated infrastructure,
as the chief threat, and its existence is also known to be threatened
by weed invasion, altered fire regimes and climate change. While
the Conservation Advice indicates it is likely the community can
be restored in the long term, this will only be possible if the threats
it faces are properly mitigated. Recent approvals to expand mining
activities and extend the life of an open cut mine adjacent to
Warkworth Sands Woodland remnants are likely to hinder its
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chances of recovery and prolong the impact of land clearance as
the main ongoing threat to the community.
At a state level, Warkworth Sands Woodland has been listed as
Endangered under the New South Wales Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act) since 2002, and HSI hopes its
recognition as Critically Endangered through the latest Federal
assessment will act as a catalyst for reassessment and eventual
TSC Act up-listing of the community. Such a reclassification
recently occurred for a community nominated by HSI back in
2000, ‘Robertson Basalt Tall Open-forest in the Sydney Basin
and South Eastern Highlands Bioregions’, with the NSW Scientific
Committee notifying us of a decision to up-list the community
from Endangered to Critically Endangered in December. HSI had
just weeks prior written to the NSW Scientific Committee
requesting a review of all Endangered ecological communities
listed under the TSC Act to ensure their listing category
appropriately reflects their status. The Scientific Committee not
only has the power to initiate such reassessment, but is required
by law to keep the lists under review and make a determination
at least every two years as to whether any changes are necessary.
In a positive for the community’s increased protection but a
worrying sign of ongoing losses.
Following the passage of new land management and biodiversity
conservation legislation through NSW Parliament late last year
(the Biodiversity Conservation Bill 2016 and Local Land
Services Amendment Bill 2016) the task of maintaining an up to
date list has become particularly important. Expected to come
into force in the second half of 2017, the new legislative
arrangement provides considerably better protection to Critically
Endangered ecological communities than it does to those that
are Endangered: the former will be mapped and automatically
considered Category 2 ‘regulated’ land with a higher level of
scrutiny on developments, while many remnants of Endangered
ecological communities will be classified as Category 1 ‘exempt’
land with landholders able to use code-based decision making
to determine whether or not consent is required for clearing.
This places significant risk on ecosystems that as per legislated
schedules are ‘facing a very high risk of extinction in Australia
in the near future’, and makes the task we have requested of the

EVAN QUARTERMAIN AND LAURA MUIR, SENIOR PROGRAM MANAGER AND PROJECT OFFICER

T H R E AT E N E D E C O L O G I C A L C O M M U N I T I E S

HSI-Nominated EPBC Act-listed Threatened Ecological Communities
Name

Status

Size (ha)

Effective
since

NSW
EPBC threatened
TSC Act
species

Brigalow (Acacia harpophylla dominant and co-dominant)

Endangered

804,264

4 Apr ’01

Castlereagh Scribbly Gum and Agnes Banks Woodlands of the
Sydney Basin Bioregion

Endangered

3,190

17 Mar ’15

Yes
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Central Hunter Valley Eucalypt Forest and Woodland

Critically Endangered

37,000

7 May ’15

Yes

10

Cooks River/Castlereagh Ironbark Forest of the Sydney Basin Bioregion

Critically Endangered

1,100

17 Mar ’15

Yes

20

Coolibah–Black Box Woodlands of the Darling Riverline Plains and the
Brigalow Belt South Bioregions

Endangered

1,321,103

1 Mar ’11

Yes

10

Cumberland Plain Shale Woodlands and Shale-Gravel Transition Forest

Critically Endangered

12,300

9 Dec ’09

Yes

16

Eucalypt Woodlands of the Western Australian Woodbelt

Critically Endangered

939,500

4 Dec ’15

Giant Kelp Marine Forests of South Australia

Endangered

525

29 Aug ’12

1

Gippsland Red Gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis subsp. mediana) Grassy
Woodland and Associated Native

Critically Endangered

3,295

7 Jan ’09

13

Grey Box (Eucalyptus microcarpa) Grassy Woodlands and Derived Native
Grasslands of South-eastern Australia

Endangered

534,500

1 Apr ’10

32

Hunter Valley Weeping Myall (Acacia pendula) Woodland

Critically Endangered

4

1 Aug ’05

Yes

5

Lowland Grassy Woodland in the South East Corner Bioregion

Critically Endangered

20,007

16 Feb ’13

Yes

4

Lowland Native Grasslands of Tasmania

Critically Endangered

21,600

25 Jun ’09

23

Natural Grasslands of the Murray Valley Plain

Critically Endangered

160,500

8 Sep ’12

11

Natural Grasslands of the Queensland Central Highlands and the northern
Fitzroy Basin

Endangered

241,584

7 Jan ’09

5

Natural grasslands on basalt and fine-textured alluvial plains of northern
New South Wales and southern Queensland

Critically Endangered

29,318

7 Jan ’09

11

Natural Temperate Grassland of the Victorian Volcanic Plain

Critically Endangered

5,271

21 Jun ’08

29

New England Peppermint (Eucalyptus nova-anglica) Grassy Woodlands

Critically Endangered

14,127

1 Mar ’11

Posidonia australis seagrass meadows of the Manning-Hawkesbury
ecoregion

Endangered

1,400

7 May ’15

8 Listed Marine

Semi-evergreen vine thickets of the Brigalow Belt (North and South) and
Nandewar Bioregions

Endangered

150,000

4 Apr ’01

12

Subtropical and Temperate Coastal Saltmarsh

Vulnerable

121,500

10 Aug ’13

10

Temperate Highland Peat Swamps on Sandstone

Endangered

3,000

12 May ’05

12

The community of native species dependent on natural discharge
of groundwater from the Great Artesian Basin

Endangered

100

4 Apr ’01

7

Upland Basalt Eucalypt Forests of the Sydney Basin Bioregion

Endangered

4,198

25 Nov ’11

17

Upland Wetlands of the New England Tablelands & Monaro Plateau

Endangered

3,195

17 Nov ’05

Yes

1 Listed Marine

Warkworth Sands Woodland of the Hunter Valley

Critically Endangered

6,500

5 May ’16

Yes

12

Weeping Myall Woodlands

Endangered

290,500

17 Nov ’05

Total

NSW Scientific Committee all the more urgent.
EPBC Act Threatened Ecological Community nominations
currently in preparation by HSI for submission in this year’s round
include ‘Melaleuca dominated coastal sclerophyll forest in
Queensland, NSW and Victoria’, ‘Tablelands snow gum/eucalypt
forest’, and a Tasmanian woodland community. Nominations made

13

87

Yes

12

3

4,729,581

last year for ‘Darwin Sandsheet Heath’ and ‘Banded Ironstone
Formation Vegetation Complex within Mallee and Shrubland
areas of the Yalgoo, Coolgardie and Avon Wheatbelt bioregions’
will be automatically reconsidered this year after narrowly missing
out on prioritisation for further assessment in the last round.
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H E R I TA G E P R O C E S S E S I N D A N G E R

Short on answers but
Responses received from the Australian Heritage Council (AHC) and the Department
of Environment and Energy in 2016 left HSI ruminating on the real value of submitting
new heritage nominations in 2017.

We welcomed the inclusion of Lesueur National Park and the
Fitzgerald River National Park on the National Heritage list this
year, despite the areas nominated for protection being significantly
revised so as to exclude any areas in the global biodiversity
hotspots which fell outside National Park boundaries. At the same
time, the ongoing mismanagement of our nomination to have
Townsville Field Training Area recognised as a Commonwealth
Heritage place has become a symbol of the failures of the current
heritage process.

2016 Heritage Program
HSI had re-submitted seven nominations for National Heritage
listing in 2016, and was as discouraged as ever to learn that none
of these were successful in being added to the Finalised Priority
Assessment List (FPAL). Under the Environmental Protection
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth) (EPBC Act), a
nomination is required to be considered in two consecutive
assessment periods, as a result these will automatically be
re-evaluated in 2017. While the AHC considered that each of the
seven places nominated may have heritage values, HSI was
informed that evidence of support from the state government
and other stakeholders was needed before assessment could
commence. It is our understanding that the responsibility for
consulting and securing the support of state governments and
other affected parties lies with the AHC once a place is added
to the FPAL, as this is the first time in over a decade that we
have received such advice.

Lesueur and Fitzgerald River National Parks
In 2006 HSI submitted National Heritage nominations for Beekeepers-Lesueur-Coomallo Area and Nambung National Park
and Fitzgerald River Ravensthorpe Range Area. After many prolonged delays and deadline extensions, coupled with sustained
efforts petitioning the Federal Minister for Environment to make
a determination, both places were included on the National
Heritage list in May. The Minister also failed to notify us of the listings.
While the AHC found areas outside of the National Parks met
National Heritage criteria HSI was very concerned to learn that
these were not incorporated in the listing. An explanatory letter
from Minister Hunt dated 4 May 2016 frankly stated:
18

‘Comments were received from the Western Australian
Government, local councils and other owners and occupiers
advising that listing areas outside the National Parks could
have adverse local economic impacts by increasing regulatory
approval costs and creating a deterrent to future mining and
resource development.’
This is disconcerting given the areas originally nominated fall
within the internationally recognised biodiversity hotspot in
south-west Western Australia, but also an appalling example of
the politicisation of the National Heritage assessment process.
While the Minister may seek, and have regard to, information or
advice from any source in deciding whether or not to include a
place in the National Heritage List, potential future impacts on
mining and resource development are not criteria for determining
the natural heritage values of a particular area.
Lesueur and Fitzgerald National Parks are recognised as two of
the most important reserves for plant conservation in Australia,
and yet it took the AHC and the Minister for Environment just
over five years to determine their suitability for National Heritage
listing. Lesueur National Park is located 220 kilometres north of
Perth near the towns of Green Head and Jurien Bay and supports
a diverse range of flora, with over 900 species found within the
park’s 27,235 hectares. While approximately 1,748 plant species
have been identified within the 297,244 hectares of Fitzgerald
River National Park situated around 420 kilometres south-east
of Perth between the towns of Bremer Bay and Hopetoun.
Fitzgerald River National Park woodlands are one of the few
remaining breeding habitats for nationally endangered Carnaby’s
black cockatoos (Calyptorhynchus latirostris) endemic to
south-west Western Australia. In both places, poor soils have
proven a catalyst for floral evolution with plants developing a
number of unique mechanisms to access and utilise available
nutrients. These characteristics include trapping and consuming
insects, specialised root structures, and symbiotic relationships
with soil bacteria or fungi. The main identified threats to both
places are the spread of Phytophthora dieback disease and
impacts associated with climate change.

LAURA MUIR, HSI PROGRAM OFFICER
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long on delays
As a result, HSI resolved to focus its efforts on seeing our pending nominations through
to listing and campaigning to have the integrity of the process restored.

Townsville Field Training Area (TFTA)
1

To give a bit of background, the TFTA was added to the FPAL in
June 2009 following an HSI nomination in 2008. By virtue of its
inclusion on the FPAL, the AHC had 12 months to provide
a written assessment to the Minister for Environment or apply
for an extension.
Federal environmental legislation provides for successive
extensions to assessment deadlines to be granted at the
discretion of the Minister for a maximum of five years. As a
result, the final possible assessment deadline available to the
AHC was 30 June 2015. To date, no assessment has been made.
HSI submitted a Freedom of Information request to the Federal
Department of Environment and Energy in October this year in
an attempt to find out why. The yielded results indicate that no
action has been taken to progress the assessment of the TFTA
since 2009.

Other worrying signs
In August, Federal Environment Minister Josh Frydenberg was
criticised for ‘weakening heritage’ laws, after intervening in a
Federal Court appeal to support the Tasmanian government in
their bid to reopen 4WD tracks which were closed in 2012 to stop
damage to Aboriginal sites in the Arthur-Pieman Conservation
Area. More recent reports by ABC News also indicate that
traditional owners are becoming increasingly concerned that a
12,000 hectare feral buffalo farm in Kakadu may be operating
in breach of its world heritage obligations.
Evidence suggesting that the heritage process for assessing
natural areas is falling into disrepute appears to be mounting and
HSI intends to pursue this matter in 2017, as lengthy delays begin
to erode public confidence in a critical conservation program.
1

The TFTA covers approximately 231,890 hectares of diverse habitat
ranging from lush rainforest to extensive open woodlands and supports
an abundance of wildlife. Its strategic location in relation to the World

This stagnation meant the Department was happy to provide us
with the small number of documents it held relating to the TFTA.
Remarkably, there were no records of correspondence with
Defence, who is the owner/occupier of the site. The Assistant
Director of the Natural Heritage Section was flippant in
acknowledging the Department is in breach of its obligations
under the EPBC Act and unable to indicate when an assessment
is expected to be made.

Heritage Wet Tropics Rainforest, listed primarily for its high regional
biodiversity, the nearby national parks, the 60,000 hectare Australian
Wildlife Conservancy (AWC) Mt Zero/Taravale Sanctuary and nearby
State Forests, means that the TFTA is an important part of a vegetation
corridor, which allows wildlife to move between areas and ensure they
have a viable habitat and range.

HSI was told that the situation results from a focus on protecting
existing heritage places and the prioritisation of National Heritage
assessments. This is difficult to believe when the Lesueur and
Fitzgerald River National Parks National Heritage assessment
deadlines were both extended by four years and eleven months,
just short of the maximum statutory timeframe allowed.
For an overview of HSI's history of heritage nominations,
please see our Special Bulletin: Conserving Australia’s Threatened
Ecosystems an overview of HSI’s Habitat Protection Program,
available at: https://www.hsi.org.au/assets/publications/

492_special-bulletin-conserving-australia-s-threatenedecosystems-an.pdf
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P R O T E C T I O N S S U B V E R T E D I N B AT E M A N S B AY F LY I N G - F O X F I A S C O

Minister goes
Grey-headed flying-foxes (Pteropus poliocephalus) were listed as a Threatened Species under
the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) following
a Humane Society International (HSI) scientific nomination in 2001.

EPBC Act protection is currently only afforded to grey-headed
flying-foxes in camps identified as the most significant
through the Referral guideline for management actions in
Grey-headed and Spectacled flying-fox camps, itself only
finalised in late 2015. Regrettably, their national listing has
so far provided little respite from ongoing threats.
The species is also listed as threatened under the New South
Wales Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act),
requiring applications for licences under section 91 of the Act for
actions that are likely to result in harm to grey-headed flying-foxes
or their habitat within the state. When the Office of Environment
and Heritage (OEH) receives such an application, the proposed
action is assessed to determine whether it is likely to have a
‘significant impact’ on the threatened species. If it is deemed not
likely to significantly affect a threatened species, a certificate is
typically issued under section 95 of the TSC Act declaring that a
licence is not required and protecting the applicant from
prosecution under sections 118A-118D of the National Parks and
Wildlife Act 1974. Otherwise OEH can grant a licence for the
proposed action with or without conditions, or reject the
application altogether.
When an unprecedented spotted gum flowering event saw an
influx of more than 100,000 grey-headed flying-foxes (potentially
a quarter of the species) in Batemans Bay in April last year,
Eurobodalla Shire Council abruptly reacted to vocal residents and
changed their previously bat-friendly camp management policy
to one of dispersal and habitat destruction. Although being in
New South Wales, and with the relevant camps identified as
nationally-important through the referral guidelines due to their
history of flying-fox presence and considerable roosting capacity,
the species was in effect protected by Commonwealth and state
biodiversity laws. Cost was also an issue, with estimates for the
actions government wanted to take amounting to millions of
dollars (but not for recovering the species!)
It was hoped these obstacles would lead to the Council heeding
the advice of the two independent reports it commissioned into
the potential actions, both of which concluded that the dispersal
was unlikely to succeed and that numbers would naturally reduce
as the flying-fox food source was consumed. However the
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camps were situated in a marginal electorate and the influx
occurred in the lead up to the Federal election, and these
circumstances combined to politicise the issue and initiate
astonishingly swift politically motivated action to set aside legal
protection for the grey-headed flying-fox.
First off the block was former Minister for the Environment Greg
Hunt, who immediately after a community meeting released a
statement on the ‘Coalition Plan To Tackle Batemans Bay’s
Flying Fox Problem’. This was closely followed by Minister Hunt
issuing an EPBC Act section 158 ‘national interest’ exemption,
apparently satisfied that getting grey-headed flying-foxes out
of a regional centre was in Australia’s best interests. It is HSI’s
view that this was a gross misuse of the Act, though a lengthy
and convoluted `Statement of Reasons’ for the decision released
several days after the statutory timeframe to do so, provided
few avenues for potential legal challenges.
This setting aside of the protection offered by the camp’s
nationally-important status was particularly brazen as it also
occurred (in our view) in breach of caretaker conventions with
the Federal election looming. However HSI’s pursuit of this matter
was soon quashed by Labor MP Joel Fitzgibbon’s declaration
that, as the relevant Shadow Minister (despite not being Labor’s
spokesperson on environmental matters), he had no issue with
the Coalition’s decision. Fitzgibbon has long-campaigned against
grey-headed flying-foxes in his Hunter electorate and even
initiated a Parliamentary ‘Inquiry into flying-fox management in
the eastern states’ with Terms of Reference reflecting a poor
understanding of threatened species listing and management.
At the Federal level it seemed that attacks on the flying-foxes
represented bipartisan policy.
Days after Minister Hunt provided Eurobodalla Shire Council with
an exemption from their EPBC Act obligations for dispersal and
habitat destruction, then New South Wales Premier Mike Baird
made the surprising announcement that $2.5 million of state
funds would be provided to the Council only in the event that
it was used for dispersal actions. This was despite state approval
for the dispersal having not yet been applied for, let alone given.
Soon after Eurobodalla Shire Council applied under the TSC Act

EVAN QUARTERMAIN, SENIOR PROGRAM MANAGER

into bat for council
However efforts to reverse the trend that saw them eligible for this listing have been
all but non-existent, largely because the species has been without
a Recovery Plan for more than 15 years.

for the section 91 license to harm a threatened species, that,
if successful, would provide them access to Premier Baird’s
$2.5 million. On the same day these applications to disperse the
camps and clear approximately 25% of roosting habitat (which
included several hectares of TSC Act-listed Threatened Ecological
Communities ‘Swamp oak floodplain forest’ and ‘Freshwater
wetlands on coastal floodplains’) were made, OEH determined
that the actions were unlikely to have a significant impact on
the species and issued section 95 certificates exempting the
Council from the relevant sections of wildlife legislation.
As both of these actions would be classed as dispersals under
the New South Wales Flying-fox camp management policy HSI
believes they should have been considered together, and an
expert report commissioned by HSI determined that the impact
upon up to a quarter of the entire grey-headed flying-fox
population—strangely enough!—should have seen the dispersals
classed as likely to significantly affect the species.
Regrettably, the merits of such decisions by OEH are legally
unchallengeable. The problem lies with how the agency
determines the level of significance—section 94(3) (a) of the
TSC Act states that a factor that must be taken into account

when making a determination is ‘whether the action proposed
is likely to have an adverse effect on the life cycle of the species
such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be
placed at risk of extinction.’ Clearly the bar is set too high for
widely-ranging animals such as the grey-headed flying-fox.
Over several weeks Eurobodalla Shire Council undertook the
actions they now had permission for, spending in excess of
$1 million to do so. The work is not yet over, with continued
dispersal attempts to take place when bats inevitably return.
Minister Hunt’s section 158 exemption has since lapsed, but new
Minister for the Environment Josh Frydenberg has now entered
into a Conservation Agreement with the Council which is in effect
a permanent exemption from EPBC Act requirements. HSI is
seeking a Statement of Reasons for the Conservation Agreement,
which will be scrutinised closely as it clearly hasn’t been made for
the required purpose of the conservation of biological diversity.
A Draft Recovery Plan for grey-headed flying-foxes was also
recently released for public consultation, with comments sought
before the 24th of April.

On the brink of legal action
but decisions are unchallengeable
HSI was on the brink of legal action with regard to the fiasco surrounding the grey-headed flying-fox camps in Batemans
Bay, making it to the penultimate stage of filing summons for judicial review of decisions made by Eurobodalla Shire
Council and the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage in the NSW Land and Environment Court.
through a Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 application led to legal advice to discontinue proceedings
prior to the summons being served. Although HSI holds the strong belief that the actions approved and carried out
at the Batemans Bay grey-headed flying-fox camps are highly significant and should not have been approved by the
NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, the merits of such decisions are regrettably unchallengeable.
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DINGOES AMONG DOZENS OF THREATENED SPECIES SUFFERING THROUGH VICTORIA’S ‘WILD DOG’ BOUNTY

Shortsighted
dog-management
In late October last year the Victorian government announced it would be reinstating
a wild dog bounty, paying shooters and trappers $120 for every scalp taken.
Previously the major party in Victoria with the greater dingo conservation credentials following their Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act
1988 threatened listing in 2008 and quick scrapping of the Baillieu Coalition government’s near identical bounty program just over a
year ago, this move represents a confusing turnaround for Labor in the face of overwhelming evidence of an ineffective policy.

Minister for Agriculture Jaala Pulford’s justification that the bounty
was introduced “In recognition of the role hunting can play in
supporting the management of wild dogs” is in stark conflict
with expert organisations such as the Invasive Species Council,
which determined that shooting is an ineffective dog control
measure and inappropriate for reducing populations over
extensive areas. Similarly, the Minister’s claim that “One less dog
roaming on people's farms is a good outcome” demonstrates
an alarming lack of ecological understanding, the latest research
suggesting that such control programs are in fact more likely to
increase stock predation with fractured packs losing social
cohesion and exhibiting more opportunistic feeding habits.
There’s little chance the bounty will reduce stock predation for
farmers, but of greater concern is it being detrimental to Victoria’s
natural environment and increasing pressure on numerous
threatened species. HSI first wrote to the Victorian Ministers of
Agriculture and the Environment on these issues in August, when
speculation in the rural press said a return to a bounty was being
considered. While applauding the Laborparty’sconservationrecord,
we highlighted that throughout their history bounty programs
have been found to be riddled with enough issues to render
them a highly inappropriate use of public funds.
Aside from being an ineffective control measure and potentially
exacerbating the very conflict they are seeking to address, bounty
schemes are severely susceptible to fraud. There is no accurate
way for authorities to know whether or not a scalp was taken from
an animal within the state, or whether it was done within the
program timeframes. Theoretically a block of frozen scalps
collected in New South Wales a decade ago could be thawed
out and delivered to a Victorian friend for an easy payday.
Bounties also create unacceptable risks to animal welfare, with
social media abuzz with ‘jokes’ about profits to be made by
adopting dogs before killing and turning them in for the bounty
immediately after Minister Pulford’s announcement. Whether
these sick boasts are true or not, they are undoubtedly alarming.
Another common defence of ‘wild dog’ bounty programs is that
killing wild dogs and dingo-hybrids protects genetically ‘pure’
dingoes, however this is not the case with studies showing there
is no way of determining a dingo from a wild dog by sight—
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even between hybrids with highly varied genetics, let alone those
nearing ‘purity’. The Victorian bounty uses taxpayer funds to
incentivise killing dingoes, a threatened and protected species.
Even if shooters could differentiate dingoes from hybrids in the
field, focusing on purity ignores the vital ecological functions
performed by hybrids. Growing evidence suggests hybrids share
important aspects of dingo social behaviour such as pack formation,
home ranges, reproductive cycles and feeding habits, and both
dingoes and hybrids suppress feral cat and fox populations to
benefit the hundreds of bird, reptile and small mammal species
ferals prey on. HSI has long argued that as hybrids are performing
the same ecological role as dingoes, they must be considered
equally as important to conserve in Australian ecosystems.
Issues of purity also greatly reduce the effectiveness of the dingo’s
threatened listing in Victoria. Prior to his passing, developer of
the genetic testing technique Dr Alan Wilton recommended
classifying hybrids between 75%–100% as ‘pure’ dingoes for
conservation purposes due to issues with his test, such as a lack
of accounting for regional genetic variation. Victoria’s threatened
listing doesn’t come close to reflecting this view, with 1% of genetic
variation enough to change a dingo’s classification from protected
to pest. This deficiency needs urgent rectification via
legislative amendment to have hybrids treated as wildlife rather
than invasive animals. HSI is seeking a range of legal advices.
An opportunity to reform wild dog management to the mutual
benefit of farmers and the environment beckons, with alternative
stock protection practices such as guardian animals in use by
many across the landscape and ripe for Government investment.
With such methods available, there is no scientifically sound
justification for killing dingoes to prevent stock losses.
HSI is seeking a position as an environmental representative
on the Victorian Wild Dog Management Advisory Committee,
announced in conjunction with the bounty program, and we
continue to investigate the legality of the bounty as further details
emerge. The review to be conducted a year from the commencement of the program will be a crucial junction for both its future
and that of the dingo in Victoria, and the need for proper scrutiny
and government reaction to its success or otherwise is essential.

EVAN QUARTERMAIN, SENIOR PROGRAM MANAGER

MALI’S WORKING ANIMALS

Doctor
sees success, so do we
Some of the world’s poorest countries are home to many thousands of families whose lives
rely heavily on working animals to help keep them from extreme poverty.
The role of working horses, donkeys and mules is a crucial one, because without them many livelihoods
would simply be lost in their entirety.

The welfare of these working animals is therefore not only of
crucial importance to their own survival, but also for the
survival of their owners. Many of these families live in areas that
have been cruelly struck by disaster or war, and each and every
day is a living struggle.
Often working animals support entire communities, and their
role is so important that in many cases it represents the main
income source. In these developing countries the funds earned
by the animals can help to pay for family healthcare, or school
fees to educate future generations.
Working animals play a pivotal role in eliminating extreme poverty.
Over 100 million donkeys, horses and mules work across the
world, taking on many roles, replacing trucks, tractors, and taxis,
supporting the livelihoods of those living in the poorest
communities. According to Professor Alan Guthrie, director of
the University of Pretoria’s Equine Research Centre in South Africa,
there are around 42 million donkeys, and about 13 million live in
Africa alone. About 75% of those are in the sub-Saharan region.
Even though the number of working animals is falling, according
to the U.N.’s Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) report
in 2011, in many parts of Africa the number of working horses and
donkeys is in fact increasing. West Africa in particular is seeing
this trend, so it seems that working equids will not be going away
any time soon. Working conditions for these animals can be
treacherous—they often endure painful harnesses, untreated
wounds, malnutrition, rough terrain and searing heat. But a life
of work for these animals should not equate to a life of suffering.

Fortunately there is hope for these working animals—some
rescue organisations have recognised their needs, and have
stepped in to help them in many ways. HSI’s long term partner
SPANA (Society for the Protection of Animals Abroad) is the
leading charity for the world’s working animals. Founded in 1923,
they have a network of hospitals and mobile clinics providing
the much needed lifeline for hundreds of thousands of sick and
injured animals every year.
Not only do they offer direct care to working animals, they
are also building a better future for these animals through the
education of children, training owners, and developing the skills
of the veterinary professionals in the region.
SPANA’s latest focus is on the donkeys working in Mali’s capital,
Bamako, who spend their short, painful lives on the rubbish dumps
dragging rubbish carts in the sweltering heat. Their team is on the
ground treating wounds and alleviating their discomfort with new
harnesses, and offering training to owners on how to provide
adequate care. Shelter, food and water, as well as essential tetanus
vaccinations, make their lives less unbearable. HSI has funded
the Mali program for a few years now (and many similar African
programs over the last 17 years) and because the results have
been so life changing we have just committed to a further 3 years.

Every day I see animals free of pain and suffering
Dr Amadou Doumbia, SPANA Mali Director for 18 years, said his role is exciting, and that through providing free veterinary care, training and

education they have seen enormous change. There is still plenty more to be done, but no task is too large when there is enough public
support for organisations like SPANA: “I’ve seen the difference we can make. Every day I see animals free of pain and suffering because
of our work, so I’m thankful for what we have achieved and optimistic about what we can do in the future.”

GEORGIE DOLPHIN, HSI PROGRAM MANAGER
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E N D A N G E R E D T O R T O I S E S A N D F R E S H WAT E R T U R T L E S
Hicatee freshwater turtle (Dermatemys mawii)
Photo: Turtle Conservation Fund

Measurable
success
HSI Australia has had the great and ongoing pleasure of contributing towards the protection
of the world’s threatened tortoises and freshwater turtles through the operation
of the global Turtle Conservation Fund (TCF).

The TCF was established in 2002 as a partnership initiative of
Conservation International, IUCN Tortoise and Freshwater Turtle
Specialist Group, and Turtle Survival Alliance with membership
expanded to now include: Conservation International • IUCN
Tortoise and Freshwater Turtle Specialist Group • Turtle
Conservancy • Turtle Survival Alliance • Humane Society
International—Australia • Chelonian Research Foundation •
Global Wildlife Conservation • Wildlife Conservation Society •
Chelonian Research Institute • and the European Association
of Zoos and Aquaria/Shellshock Campaign.
HSI has been supporting the work of TCF financially since 2009
and we have contributed approximately $175,000 towards a
large number of projects. Between 2003 and 2015 the TCF has
funded 210 proposals totalling $924,036 (average grant $4,400)
in 53 countries. The TCF work follows agreed international
conservation priorities, for example funding projects affecting
27 of the 29 species regarded by IUCN as critically endangered.
Prior to joining the TCF team, the year 2000 saw HSI begin
supporting the freshwater turtle conservation efforts of Fauna
and Flora International (FFI) in Vietnam, rehabilitating turtles
confiscated by Vietnamese authorities from illegal traders, and
releasing them into the Mekong Delta. Work also included a
financial contribution to the collection of trade data with
Germany’s Pro-Fauna, in support of potential CITES (Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora) listings. This was followed by monetary backing for the
Asian Turtle Conservation Network. HSI will continue to support
such critical TCF conservation projects around the world.
The following represents three-quarters of the TCF grant
allocations for 2015/2016—24 proposals funded totalling
$95,345 (second half allocation of projects for 2016 not yet
published) covering 18 countries:
Folt, Brian, David Steen, and Craig Guyer. 2015. Population
demographics of Rhinoclemmys funerea and Kinosternon
leucostomum at La Selva Biological Station, Costa Rica, and a
comprehensive survey for Kinosternon angustipons.
Soto, Aníbal Farabundo Ramírez. 2015. Protecting and restoring
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habitat of Dermatemys mawii in Alvarado Lagoon System,
Veracruz, Mexico.
Singh, Shailendra. 2015. Conservation Action Planning Workshop
for Indian Freshwater Turtles and Tortoises.
Bawa, Sulemana. 2015. Current Status and Distribution of the
Nubian Flapshell Turtle in Mole National Park, Northern Ghana.
Kiester, Ross and Tanya Berger-Wolf. 2015. Biometric Id of
Individual Geometric Tortoises.
Wilson, John-James, Cheah Men How, Chen Pelf Nyok, and
Alexandra Zieritz. 2015. Tracking the critically endangered
Southern River Terrapin (Batagur affinis) through environmental
DNA. Malaysia.
Agyekumhene, Andrews and Phil Allman. 2015. Community
education and expansion of traditional protection for Kinixys
homeana and Kinixys erosa in communities surrounding Kakum
National Park and Pra Suhien Forest Reserve. Ghana.
Leynaud, Gerardo C. and Pamela G. Vallejo Claure. 2015.
Conservation of the Chaco Tortoise (Chelonoidis chilensis) in
Central Argentina: Evaluation of commercial use and population
studies as baseline for implementing management actions.
Rahman, Shahriar Caesar. 2015. EcoGuardian Program: A Model
for Turtle Hunting Mitigation in the Chittagong Hill Tracts,
Bangladesh.
Hekkala, Evon, Nathanael Stanek, and Tomas Diagne. 2015. The
conservation genetics and phylogeography of Kinixys homeana
and K. erosa. Pan-Africa and Senegal.
Luiselli, Luca M., Godfrey C. Akani, and Daniele Dendi. 2015.
Assessing the effects of Ebola virus on the consumption of the
Critically Endangered/Endangered forest Kinixys populations in
bushmeat markets of the Niger Delta Nigeria.
Connell, Marilyn, Hamish Campbell, Andrew McDougall, and
Adrian Ros. 2015. Determine if a community driven nest
protection initiative has resulted in increased recruitment for the
Mary River turtle (Elusor macrurus). Australia.

Woolaver, Lance and Andrea Currylow. 2015. Protection and
monitoring of the ploughshare tortoise Astrochelys yniphora in
the wild. Madagascar.
Walker, Ryan, David Mifsud, Riana Rakotondrainy, Andrea
Currylow, and Soary Randrianjafizanaka. 2015. The spider
tortoise long term population monitoring and participatory
conservation project, southwest Madagascar.
Shailendra. 2015. Conserving black-softshell turtle species,
Nilssonia nigricans in Assam, north-east India.
Jones, Michael T., Lisabeth L. Willey, Thomas Akre, Rodrigo Macip
Rios, Erika Gonzalez, and Luis Diaz Gamboa. 2015. Communitybased conservation of the Yucatán box turtle (Terrapene
yucatana), phase II. Mexico.
Katala Foundation (Sabine Schoppe). 2015. Emergency
Recovery effort for confiscated Philippine Forest Turtles,
Siebenrockiella leytensis.
Petrozzi, Fabio, Emmanuel Hema and Laurent Chirio. 2016.
A combination of field surveys and extensive interview campaigns
to investigate distribution and local abundance of Centrochelys
sulcata populations in Mali, Niger (West Africa).

Schoppe, Sabine, Kenneth Conley and Charles Innis. 2016.
Histopathologic evaluation of Palawan forest turtles
(Siebenrockiella leytensis) confiscated from the illegal
wildlife trade.
Hernandez, Omar. 2016. First course of ecology and conservation
of freshwater turtles in Venezuela: Directed to university students.
Eisemberg, Carla, Fernanda Freda and Virginia Campos Diniz
Bernardes. Podocnemis expansa nesting management, sandbank
protection prioritization and environmental awareness at the
Rio-Trombetas Biological Reserve, Brazil.
Dharwadkar, Sneha and Shailendra Singh. 2016. Sustaining the
distribution mapping and threat assessment of Leith’s softshell
turtle (Nilssonia leithii) along the River Kali, Karnataka, India.
Vogt, Richard C. 2016. Migration and habitat use of head started
hatchling Podocnemis expansa in Rio Trombetas, Para, Brazil.
Marlin, Jacob. 2016. A Film to Raise Conservation Awareness
for the Plight of the Hicatee, Dermatemys mawii, in Belize.

Radiated tortoise (Astrochelys radiata)
Photo: Turtle Conservation Fund
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V I E T N A M D E S T R O Y S C O N F I S C AT E D I V O R Y

Hanoi says trade
must halt
In November 2016 the Vietnamese Government destroyed over two tons of confiscated ivory and rhino horn ahead of
the Hanoi Conference of Illegal Wildlife Trade, sending a strong message that wildlife trafficking must be stopped.
HSI issued this media release at the time: “With elephants and rhinoceroses facing an increasing poaching crisis,
Vietnam today destroyed 2,177.5 kg of elephant ivory, 70.1 kg of rhinoceros horns, together with a number of specimens
from wild tiger and bear that were confiscated from the illegal trade.”

The media release concluded: “The destroyed ivory and horn
(held to be worth more than US$7m) came from the slaughter
of an estimated 330 African elephants and 23 rhinos”.
Vietnam, together with twenty other countries who have also
crushed or burned their seized ivory and rhino horn, sends a clear
message to consumers and wildlife criminals that they will not
tolerate poaching and trafficking that threaten to fuel transnational
crime and cause the extinction of these iconic species. The event
took place ahead of the Hanoi Conference on Illegal Wildlife
Trade in late November attended by His Royal Highness Prince
William, Duke of Cambridge.
Ms. Ha Thi Tuyet Nga, director of the CITES Management
Authority of Vietnam said, “Elephants are closely tied to certain
communities in Vietnam, and Vietnam abhors the poaching and
trafficking that is driving these beloved animals to extinction.
We hope that today's destruction event will convince citizens in
Vietnam and around the world to stop buying ivory and rhino
horn and instead lend their voices to the call to protect elephants
and rhinoceroses in the wild.”
John E. Scanlon, Secretary General of the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES), said, “The destruction of confiscated elephant
ivory and rhino horn today in Vietnam is taking place just one
month after the game-changing CITES CoP17 and right before
the Hanoi Conference on Illegal Wildlife Trade. It serves to raise
local, national and global awareness about the devastating
impacts of illegal trade in elephant ivory and rhino horn and of
the growing determination of Vietnam and clear commitment
of the global community to put an end to it. The world hailed
the bold decisions adopted at CoP17. It is now time for equally
bold concrete actions to implement them.”
HSI has been working with the government of Vietnam since 2013
on a national, government-led campaign to reduce demand for
rhino horn in the country. The multi-faceted campaign has
reached an estimated 34 million people—approximately one
third of the national population.
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Michael Kennedy, HSI Director, said, “Elephants and rhinos are
dying at an alarming rate across Africa to feed demand for
their tusks. We are immensely proud to have supported
Vietnam’s first ever destruction of confiscated ivory and rhino

horn, and hope that this will help to bring the plight of these
iconic animals to the public’s attention and discourage them
from buying ivory and rhino horn. The global community must
come together to show that the world values living rhinos and
elephants, not only their horns and tusks.
HSI recently opened an office in Hanoi to continue work on
wildlife and other animal protection issues in the country.”
While in Vietnam for the Hanoi Conference on Illegal Wildlife
Trade, His Royal Highness Prince William, Duke of Cambridge
saw first-hand the efforts by the government of Vietnam to
inspire Vietnam’s school children to protect rhinos from
devastating poaching by reducing demand for rhino horn. In
an event featuring school children from the Hong Ha primary
school in Hanoi, Prince William spoke about the need to protect
rhinos from poaching and urged the public to shun rhino horn
consumption. The event was the launch of a children’s the book
called ‘I’m a Little Rhino,’ written and produced jointly by the
Vietnam CITES Management Authority and HSI, to teach
children about rhino poaching concerns, conservation efforts
and to dispel the myth that rhino horn has medicinal value.
Meanwhile, representatives from 42 countries attending the
Hanoi Conference on Illegal Wildlife Trade signed a statement
committing to do their part to end the supply and demand of
illegally traded wildlife. HSI, which was present at the signing, is
urging the signatories to follow through on their promises and
implement meaningful protections to save wildlife being
decimated by poaching and the trade in their parts.
In particular, the Hanoi Statement on Illegal Wildlife Trade calls
on governments to follow up on the commitments made from
the 2014 London Declaration and the 2015 Kasane Statement to
take strong action against wildlife crime on both the demand and
supply sides, increase penalties against poaching and wildlife
trafficking, strengthen and better coordinate international law
enforcement against the criminal groups involved in wildlife
crime, and work with local communities to address the wildlife
trade and encourage economic development in ecotourism and
other sectors that conserve wildlife.
HSI continues to financially support on-ground programs in
Africa and Vietnam combating ivory and rhino horn trade.
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Successes
and struggles
New policy publication
In early 2017, Humane Society International and the Wildlife Land
Trust released a new Technical Bulletin entitled ‘THREATENED—
A Review of HSI’s Threatened Species Program and 235 Suggested
Commonwealth Policy Actions’. The policy recommendations
focus on required legislative change but also address broad
biodiversity program needs.

Places You Love (PYL) alliance
HSI continues to work hard as a member of the Places You Love
alliance, with some 40 other NGOs, in defence of the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. The PYL has
thus far successfully managed to prevent the Coalition Government
from devolving all its national environment powers under the Act,
implementing a ‘One-stop-shop’ policy which would be utterly
disastrous for the Australian environment.

Australian sea lion
A recent scientific nomination by HSI has seen the Australian sea
lion (Neophoca cinerea) listed on the Finalised Priority Assessment
List (FPAL) to be considered for listing as Endangered under the
Commonwealth’s Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). The species is currently
listed as vulnerable and the circumstances around the up-listing
are worrying. Studies released in 2015 show that the Australian
sea lion is displaying continual population decline with recent
population estimates indicating population size is now down to
approximately 9,652 individuals.

Waterfowl
HSI continues to investigate the legitimacy of the NSW
Government’s Native Game Bird Management Program, with
support from EDO NSW and the NSW Greens. HSI has concerns
with the numbers of ducks being killed in the name of crop
protection, with thousands of birds being hunted by licence
holders on NSW rural properties. Information requested by HSI
is in regard to the licences sanctioned under the NSW Game Act
including the conditions of the licences, the science behind how
quotas are being set and where these are being issued.

HSI joins letter of concern
re Marine Stewardship Council
HSI has joined 50 other conservation and animal protection
organisations in a letter to the Martine Stewardship Council (MSC)
Board in London, expressing deep concern about the MSC’s
certification process, especially for those fisheries that involve

the bycatch of chondrichthyes (sharks in particular) and
cetaceans. The joint groups are troubled that such fishery
assessments by MSC over the years have indicated an apparent
and deeply worrying lack of concern regarding the potential
impacts on these species, as well as certain target species.

Dingo legislative nominations
HSI is currently preparing scientific nominations for presentation
under the New South Wales Threatened Species Conservation
Act 1995 seeking the listing of specific endangered dingo
populations in Sturt National Park and the Northern and Southern
Tablelands. Work is also under way for the nomination of a key
threatening process, ‘The cascading effects of the loss of dingoes
from Australian landscapes’.

HSI nominated species receive
legislative status change
Federal Environment Minister Josh Frydenberg has recently
approved a conservation category change for four species
originally nominated by HSI. They are Hipposideros semoni
(Semon’s leaf-nosed bat)—Endangered to Vulnerable;
Rhinolophus robertsi (greater large-eared horseshoe bat)—
Endangered to Vulnerable; Saccolaimus saccolaimus
nudicluniatus (bare-rumped sheathtailed bat)—Critically
Endangered to Vulnerable; and Arctocephalus tropicalis
(Sub-Antarctic fur sea)—Vulnerable to Endangered.

WLT US visits Australia/PLC Conference
In November the Wildlife Land Trust hosted Ben Callison and
David Hartwell, respectively President and Board Member of the
Humane Society Wildlife Land Trust (HSWLT—the United States
counterpart of HSI Australia’s Wildlife Land Trust program) to
learn more about our work, and present at the Private Land
Conservation Conference in Melbourne. Their experience with
the highly developed private land conservation movement in
America made their presence invaluable at a crucial stage for
Australian organisations involved in the field.

HSI helps purchase Daintree rainforest block
During 2016, HSI was pleased to be able to help the Rainforest
Trust Australia purchase an important rainforest block on Cape
Tribulation Road, Cow Bay, Daintree in North Queensland. The
vegetation consists of ‘variable rainforest secondary successional
forest complex. Very wet to dry lowlands on variable geology’
and is critical for cassowary conservation. The Daintree lowlands
are one of six priority cassowary management areas comprising
27,691 ha of identified critical cassowary habitat (Kutt et al. 2004).
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HSI Director receives life-time award
In Las Vegas last year, HSI Founding Director Verna Simpson
was awarded the Humane Society International (Washington)
‘Life Time Achievement Award’ for her outstanding contribution
to animal protection issues around the world. She can add this
accolade to her two previous United Nations Association of
Australia ‘Media Peace Prize’ awards for her magazine ‘Simply
Living’, and the prestigious 1999 ‘United Nations Environment
Program Global 500 Roll of Honour’ for her services to
conservation.

HSI challenges Commonwealth in AAT
EDO NSW attended the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT)
late last year for directions in relation to HSI's appeal of a decision
made in September 2016 by the Australian Information
Commissioner affirming an internal review decision made by the
Department of Environment in 2015. HSI is seeking access to
information about discussions between the Commonwealth
Department of Environment and NSW Office of Environment and
Heritage regarding the NSW offsets policy for major projects
and its compliance with national and international obligations.

Tasmanian forests legal action
In 2016 HSI provided modest financial support to the Tasmanian
Conservation Trust (TCT) in the Tasmanian Supreme Court, in
their action under the EPBC Act to stop the threat to listed
species and habitats by the clearing of 1,804 hectares of high
conservation forest (including the HSI nominated Eucalyptus
ovata forests). The proponent eventually withdrew from the
development in the face of EPBC Act requirements.

Northern Territory port development
HSI provided a modest financial contribution to the Northern
Territory Environment Centre for its preliminary costs hearing in
relation to the Port Melville development.
(See page 21 re HSI aborted legal challenge in the NSW Land
and Environment Court re flying-foxes)

Legislative review program with EDO
HSI has recently commissioned further legislative analysis and
drafting work in cooperation with the NSW Environmental
Defenders Office (EDO). Following on from previous reports
prepared for HSI by EDO on priority legislative changes for the
Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act,
1999 (EPBC Act), recent work has been completed and future
work commenced in the following areas:
1. EPBC Act amendments drafting instructions—threatened
species and critical habitats
2. Implementation of Chapter 20 of Trans Pacific Partnership
(TPP) in national environment laws (incorporating improved
prohibitions on log and palm oil imports)
3. Next generation biodiversity laws
4. Oceans Act discussion paper
HSI will be undertaking its own homework in relation to next
generation endangered species and critical habitat provisions,
and all of the work produced during these processes will be
shared with the Places You Love (PYL) alliance in pursuit of next
generation biodiversity laws.

Vietnam wildlife farming investigations
Education for Nature Vietnam (ENV) HSI’s primary conservation
partner in Vietnam, recently undertook an investigation into
wildlife farms operating across the country. The final report,
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‘clearly demonstrated that wildlife farming practices in
Vietnam are poorly regulated with widespread abuse of
regulations reported at all the farms that we targeted’, while
‘76% (14/18 interviewees located in 10 surveyed provinces)
stated that Forest Protection Department (PDF) officials
had received illegal payments from farm owners’.

Protecting eastern lowland gorillas
HSI Australia has been financially supporting Grauer's gorilla
(Gorilla beringei graueri) protection activities in East Africa
for many years now. Our funding support, with the Born Free
Foundation UK, has been a ‘game changer’ for particular gorilla
populations in Kahuzi-Biega National Park in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo. By resourcing the Congolese wildlife
authorities we have seen a discrete gorilla population increase
from 147 to 153. The Congolese authorities see the program as
having ‘a large and positive impact’.

Protecting lemurs in Madagascar
2016 saw the final year of financial support provided by HSI
to Conservation International (CI) in implementing their Lemur
Conservation Action Fund, as a part of the ‘IUCN Lemurs of
Madagascar—A Strategy for their Conservation 2013–2015’.
HSI contributed $100,000 to the program which supported
24 individual conservation projects, including, ‘Investigating a
Possible New Species of Lepilemur in Southern Ranomafana
National Park, Madagascar’.

Promoting international primate conservation
HSI Australia was a co-sponsor, with Conservation International,
IUCN, the Species Survival Commission, IUCN/SSC Primate
Specialist Group, the International Primatalogical Society, the
Bristol Zoological Society and the Margot Marsh Biodiversity
Foundation, of the publication of ‘Primates in Peril—The World’s
25 Most Endangered Primates 2014–2016’, Edited by Christoph
Schwitzer, Russell A. Mittermeier, Anthony B. Rylands, Frederica
Chiozza, Elizabeth A. Williamson, Janette Wallis and Alison
Cotton (2015) Conservation International.

Anti-poaching and anti-wildlife trade efforts in
India
HSI Australia has been partnering Wildlife SOS India for well over
a decade now, and we are particularly pleased in 2017 to continue
supporting their very effective ‘ForestWatch! ’ program. The nationwide anti-poaching and wildlife trade monitoring program works
on capacity building and harnessing existing intelligence networks
and skills. To ensure long-term sustainable enforcement efforts,
ForestWatch! works closely and successfully with all Indian
Government enforcement agencies.

UK ivory trade
Late last year, HSI’s Director Michael Kennedy joined an Open
Letter to British Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson and Secretary
of State for Environment Andrea Leadsom, from former Foreign
Secretary Lord Hague and nearly 100 elephant experts,
conservationists, wildlife trade experts, lawyers, politicians and
public figures, calling for the closure of UK’s domestic ivory
markets. The letter was published in the UK Telegraph paper.

US restricts commercial ivory trade
Last year, the United States announced a near-complete ban on
the commercial ivory trade, marking a historic step forward in
ending the global elephant poaching crisis. This is just the latest
of nearly three dozen major rulemaking actions addressing
animal protection concerns during President Obama’s two terms,
and one in which the president himself has taken an active interest.
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HSI/HSUS had long campaigned for this outcome, while HSI
Australia is urging the Federal Government to tighten ivory
trade controls.

US Government reviews leopards’ conservation
status
In July 2016, led by HSI and The Humane Society of the United
States, a number of animal protection and conservation
organisations, with the support of Jane Goodall, petitioned the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to extend the full protections of
the U.S. Endangered Species Act to African leopards (Panthera
pardus pardus). In late November, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service announced that all leopards may qualify for ‘endangered’
status under the Endangered Species Act.

Otter and elephant conservation in Thailand
Following a recent visit by HSI Director Verna Simpson to the
Wildlife Friends Foundation Thailand, who operate several
projects in the country, including a Wildlife Rescue Centre,
Elephant Refuge and Education Centre, Wildlife Hospital, Forest
Restoration and Conservation and a Gibbon Release and
Rehabilitation program, HSI was very pleased to be able to
contribute financial resources towards their otter and Asian
elephant conservation programs.

Indian elephant rescue
HSI recently signed a three-year Memorandum of Understanding
with Wildlife SOS India to financially support implementation
of their national elephant protection program, aimed at rescuing
distressed animals held in circuses across India, with the
determination to repair their health to the extent possible and
care for them for the rest of their lives. Wildlife SOS India will
protect these elephants at their Elephant Conservation and
Care Centre.

HSI aids Chile disaster relief
HSI’s Disaster Response Team (DRT) recently touched down in
Chile after the country was affected by severe forest fires. The
massive blazes have not only claimed the lives of 11 people but
also displaced thousands more. Sadly, over 4,000 homes have
been either badly damaged or destroyed by the fires. The expert
HSI disaster responders are working towards bringing relief to
the hundreds of thousands of animal victims of the forest fires.
Natural disasters take a toll on animals, just like they do humans
and these animals now face starvation, dehydration, and illness—
unless they get help fast. HSI Australia, with the help of a very
generous major donor, has finically supported these efforts.
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Doggedly
determined
HSI has been contributing financial support to ‘Painted Dog Conservation’ (PDC) and
their extremely successful program in Zimbabwe for nearly 15 years now.
Below is an extract from PDC’s Peter Blinston’s recent program report

I think for the life of a dog aptly sums up 2016. Whether it was
removing snares from alpha females and alpha males or fitting
protective collars or deploying a bio-boundary to drive the
Nyamandlovu pack out of an area, or tending to dogs in our
Rehabilitation Facility in order to release them back into the wild,
we never faltered in our commitment to keep our beloved
painted dogs alive and well.
Painted Dog numbers in Hwange NP seem stable, if not increasing
slightly, and pup survivorship was excellent this year. Outside of
Hwange NP is a different story, though, as poaching continues to
devastate the wildlife populations. The painted dogs and other
species such as lions, move into these unprotected areas as ‘new
territory’ becomes vacant. They struggle to survive and invariably
end up being killed in snares or, in the case of lions, they can be
shot as problem animals in these human/wildlife conflict zones.

Our Children’s Bush Camp continues its own life-changing work,
with Charity Ncube receiving our inaugural PDC Scholarship. This
bright, inquisitive student is interested in science and lives in
a typically rural home with mother and siblings.
The most touching Bush Camp-moment saw grade six student
Cassandra Sibanda donate her last 10 cents to PDC after she
heard the Eyespot story: “I hope the donation will help save the
painted dogs from extinction.” Tears welled in the eyes of our
education team.

Tracking Dogs

The BBC concluded their ground-breaking documentary about
painted dogs in Mana Pools in 2016. Viewing will require a bit of
patience, however, as the broadcast isn’t scheduled until 2018.

Jealous (PDC’s most celebrated ranger) now has 35,000 hours
tracking dogs under his (ever-expanding) belt. His sixth sense in
finding them fails only in inaccessible areas.

PDC established a permanent presence in Mana Pools in 2016
with PDC employee, Fanuell Nsingo, monitoring the packs there
from June through December. His data collection will contribute
to a better understanding of the pack-dynamics, allowing
comparison with Hwange NP and contributing to informed
conservation management decisions.

Jealous took to the air in 2016, squeezing himself into a tiny
plane, to undertake surveillance work and locate the
Nyamandlovu pack as they ventured deeper into the Gwayi.

Our collaboration with Stanford University was another 2016 highlight and a world-first for PDC. We were part of the team that
sequenced and assembled the painted dogs’ whole genome.

Anti-Poaching Patrols Protecting the area
Your generous support increased the number of anti-poaching
scouts on our team, including our first female scouts. Having
extras means we can deploy more mobile units into known
poaching hot spots.
We’re especially proud that our extra scouts were selected from
our volunteer anti-poaching unit and each of them either went to
our Children’s Bush Camp or are from our outreach programs.
We have rewarded their commitment with full time employment.
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Our units conducted 580 patrols, across 4,400km2, recovering
1,100 snares during more than 4,000 hours on patrol. And they
ran 1,000km across Zimbabwe to raise funds and awareness for
our work.

We expanded our team and operations in 2016. Doctor Ishmael
Makamba joined added his veterinary skills and Washington
Moyo continued monitoring dogs in the western regions of
Hwange NP, while Fanuell Nsingo took up the challenges
remotely in Mana Pools. Our team removed snares from eight
individuals and fitted protective collars onto nine others.
We monitor six packs across Hwange NP and two packs in Mana
Pools, totalling over 100 dogs (the most we’ve done). This long
term monitoring is essential to understanding the species and
what they need to survive. Exploring their diet, we have
collaborated in groundbreaking genome work and aim to use our
research to make knowledgeable and effective conservation
management decisions for the painted dogs and species they
co-exist with.
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The Wildlife Land Trust (WLT) is Humane Society
International’s global network of privately conserved
lands. Initiated by the Humane Society of the United
States in 1993, it was launched in Australia by HSI
in 2007 to preserve and protect our vital native
habitats and the animals that depend on them.

Working under the guiding principle of humane
stewardship, the WLT protects both vast, impressive
landscapes and smaller, humbler places
providing for wildlife, rare and common alike.
Complementing HSI’s other habitat protection
initiatives such as our Threatened Ecological
Communities nomination program, Australia’s
WLT network is thriving with more than 350

member sanctuaries and some 45,000 hectares.
The program is voluntary and simple to join as
there are no costs or legal obligations. Becoming
a WLT member effectively just augments any
arrangements landowners have on their
properties, legal or otherwise.
An exciting range of WLT initiatives are in store
this year, including two focusing on assisting
wildlife rehabilitators and helping promote
sanctuaries that offer accommodation.
We invite everyone with an acre or more of
wildlife-friendly land and an interest in
conservation to join our burgeoning network.

Benefits of Wildlife Land Trust membership include:
• The opportunity to talk about the invaluable

work undertaken to protect important wildlife
habitats through feature pages on our website
and in our biannual Wildlife Lands newsletter;
• Complimentary for-sale advertising on the WLT

website and social media profiles to assist in
finding a like-minded buyer for your property;
• Free

Wildlife Land Trust signage for your
sanctuary to declare your membership;

• Conservation funding opportunities through the

annual Private Land Conservation Grants
program (only available in NSW at present);
• Lobbying assistance and advice on biodiversity

issues should your refuge come under threat;
and
• Guidance

on covenanting options throughout
Australia to help further your conservation
commitment if desired

For more information or to apply for WLT
membership visit wildlifelandtrust.org.au
If you have a question or would like an information
pack please call HSI on 1800 333 737.
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Going, going, gorn

An overview of HSI’s
Threatened Species
Program &

235
suggested
Commonwealth
policy actions

We’ve just published an assessment of Australia’s threatened species policy requirements,
detailing what needs to be done to protect them.
This is 150+ pages of reference and research material in one easy-to-read tome.
Unfortunately, we could only afford a really small print run so don’t delay, order your
copy now (only $39 + $9.90 p&p): admin@hsi.org.au or Freecall: 1800 333 737.

RECORD + RESEARCH + RECOMMENDATIONS
Like its subject matter, this book is unique and invaluable

